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FV-2009T intelligent LED Industry X-ray Film Viewer is a kind of innovative viewer that
developed by our company joint with the American company. Itnotonlycan inspect films, but
also can measure the film density accurately.
Totally different from the traditional concept of both viewer and densitometer, since now you
can complete all assessment tasks with only one unit of FV-2009T.

origin from the V Volume of U.S. ASME standards, which is equipped with
original U.S. probe, and has excellent optical properties and stability, and the tolerance is
less than + / - 0.02 D. The powerful auto-calibration function of this unit (patent technology),
can make it adapt to the films from various of brands and film bases.

No, it isn't. FV-2009T is not simply merge view and densimeter together, but integrate two
revolutionary units together, and complement each other. Not only saves you valuable
desktop space, but also get rid of the disadvantage of traditional B&W densitometer, which
aiming point is not convenient, then can't measure the density of large size film. Use of
luminous surface of viewer as the initial intensity light source for the densitometer, measure
where as you touch with pen type probe, convenient and intuitive.

1.   The brightness:

2.   Observable film density

3.   The average color temperature: 7000k

4.   The uniformity of viewing surface

5.   Scattering coefficient:

6.   Max. Viewing Area: 200 60 mm

7.   Max. Measuring density 4.5D

8.   Measurement tolerance + / -  0.02 D

9.   Measurement repeatability of density

Diameter of aperture 3mm

11. Power supply: 47-63 Hz 85 ~ 264 VAC Full voltage range),

12. Power consumption: 50W

13. Dimension: 455 140 65 mm length width height

14. Weight: 2.5 Kg

See the test report

See the test report

See the test report

See the test report
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Specifications:

Viewer:
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Pedal mode (recommended) :

Manual mode:

Press switch (2) to ON start the foot switch
function Plug in press the main power switch(1) make the power on. At this
time you will see the viewer with the lowest brightness light, you can check the
film series number conveniently can also act as the role of reading lamp
Low brightness can avoid light hitting the eyes directly, alleviate the damage of
staffs suffer from strong light glare Step on the foot switch, viewer lighting
normally then you can stepless adjust the light through the dimmer knob in order
to achieve to your requirement

Press switch(2) to OFF close the foot switch function Plug in
press the main power switch(1) make the power on then you can stepless
adjust the light through the dimmer knob in order to achieve to your requirement

Usage:

Densitometer:
When measuring density to obtain the stability of initial intensity light we
recommend that you use the manual mode of viewer Adjust the dimmer knob,
ad jus t to appropr ia te br igh tness i f measur ing dens i ty above 4 .0D we
recommend using maximum brightness). Put the probe of detect pen aim at the
center area of viewing screen, and fully touch panel avoid light leaking hold
the zero button (3), loosen the zero button until the digital screen display 0.00,
Then put the film on the viewing panel, aim at the measure points of film where
you want with the probe of detect pen and fully touch the film the values of
density will be display at the digital screen automatically
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Condition 1

Solution:
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No matter how to rotate the dimmer knob lights are always very dark.
please check whether the switch (2) is ON. If is in ON, it means that the

viewer is current selected pedal model and the viewer at the lowest brightness
display status, you can only step on the pedal switch to maximum brightness of
light meanwhile adjust brightness stepless by the dimmer knob.

Instruction:

Is FV-2009T only simply combine the viewer and densitometer together?

Features:

1. The real cold light source, super bright LED: built-in special large Angle super power LEDs,

maximum power with 50W

2. The built-in original American optical probe, measuring the density of films within 4.5 D

3.  Long life light source: work time will be more than 50000 hours which is ten times than

common fluorescent lamp With our temperature protection system can even improve the

life of the light source.

4. Adjustable brightness, MCU controlled PWM pulse width modulation method is  adopted to

realize stepless light adjustment with ultra wide dimming range 5% - 100% to be adjusted

according to your requirement

5.  Start fast because of the characteristic of the LED quick start the start time of light source

less than 5 ms, different with fluorescent lamp, it s unnecessary to preheat time, and start

times will not affect the life of light source
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* The life of the light source: the brightness of light attenuation by 30% at most when using.

Troubleshooting:

Probe holder

Probe

H/D Display

Viewer Window


